Now Publishing Short Papers

The *National Tax Journal* is pleased to announce a new **Short Paper** submission format for interested authors.

To have a manuscript considered as a Short Paper, authors must select the "Short Paper" article type at the time of submission.

**Short Paper Guidelines:**

- No longer than 6,000 words (exclusive of references)
- May include up to 5 figures or tables
- Online-only material is encouraged, but Short Paper content must be self-contained without reliance on supplemental appendices
- Streamlined submission process involving one round of peer review
- Editorial decisions are limited to a desk rejection, a rejection based on peer review, or a conditional acceptance

For Author Instructions and Submission Guidelines, visit [www.journals.uchicago.edu/ntj](http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/ntj)

Questions? Email ntj@uchicago.edu